Project Name:
Gallery Graduate Assistant/Curator and student staff

Project Description:
The Art Galleries run year round. Financially, the Art Galleries struggles to maintain its budget each year and with each round of budget cuts has reduced its offerings and struggles further.

However, with projected cuts we may have to close the entire summer and cut back on staffing throughout the year. We hope to receive this funding in order to sustain our Arts and Culture efforts and opportunities for students on campus.

Visitors to our Galleries have an opportunity to explore relevant community issues, art, artifacts, as well as view artistic expression from their peers or express their own. Running and maintaining such an active, interactive space requires a steady position for a Graduate Assistant. Our students have very few options on campus where they can gain the sort of curating experience offered by such an employment opportunity.

Student Priorities:
Increased student employment

Anticipated Impact:
1 Graduate/Curator position
1 Student Lead
Approximately 4 student positions